
 
 
 

 

Guard Depot Online Network Security Store Offers 

Enterprise-grade Small Business Cyber-security 
WatchGuard network security appliances and subscriptions to protect smaller retail and multi-site 
businesses available from new Online Network Security Store 

Hoboken, New Jersey - (Cision) November 28, 2017 — Guard 
Depot, a division of eMazzanti Technologies and WatchGuard 
Authorized Online Reseller, today announced the launch of its e-
commerce website, guarddepot.com. The new site offers 
enterprise-grade cyber security technology from WatchGuard at 
affordable price points for small and midsize enterprises. 
 
With several tabletop, access point and rack mount security 
solutions, as well as Basic Security Suite and APT Blocker 
subscriptions available for purchase online, the site offers a fast 
and easy way for small and midsize business leaders to acquire 
and deploy enterprise-grade cyber-security solutions to multiple 
locations. 
 
“Retailers and small business owners must protect critical customer data and business assets from the 
rising tide of cyber-crime,” stated Guard Depot Project Lead, Almi Dumi. “There is no simpler, faster or 
more cost-effective way to do that than through the Guard Depot online store.”  

 
For over 20 years, WatchGuard has pioneered cutting-edge cyber security technology and delivered it 
as easy-to-deploy and easy-to-manage solutions. With industry-leading network security, secure Wi-Fi, 
and network intelligence products and services, WatchGuard enables more than 80,000 small and 
midsize enterprises from around the globe to protect their most important assets. 

 
Perimeter Defense 
 
The Guard Depot site offers ideal solutions for small office/branch office and small retail environments. 
The WatchGuard Firebox T10, T30 and T50 security appliances, available on the site, create a secure 
network perimeter in remote locations lacking adequate security protection.  
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The WatchGuard Firebox T10-W is ideal for Small office/home office and small retail environments; and 
large businesses that need to extend UTM-level protection to remote workers. Available in wired and 
wireless models. 
 
The T30-W and T50-W security appliances offer faster speeds and greater throughput than the T10-W. 
They are ideal for Small business, distributed enterprises, and managed security services providers 
(MSSP) seeking a powerful solution that can be quickly deployed in remote locations and centrally 
managed. 
 
The Basic Security Suite subscription, also available from Guard Depot in one and three-year 
increments, includes all the traditional network security services typically found on a UTM appliance: 
GAV, IPS, URL filtering, application control, and reputation enabled defense. It also offers centralized 
management and network visibility, as well as remote 24x7 support. 
 
Unified Threat Management 
 
The comprehensive Unified Threat Management (UTM) technology found in WatchGuard Firebox 
products protects intellectual property and safeguards customer data, including credit card numbers, 
and other critical business assets from exposure and theft.  
 
An all-in-one UTM security solution, such as those available on the Guard Depot site, integrates 
comprehensive network protection capabilities to secure business assets. All security features work 
together for a broad approach to network protection with a single console for reporting. 
 
WatchGuard Access Points 
 
The AP120 and AP320 access points, available from the Guard Depot 
online store, deliver enterprise-grade security and performance at an 
affordable price point. The AP120 provides enterprise-grade 
functionality at a fraction of the cost. This access point is ideal for 
branch offices, stores, and small classrooms. 
 
The AP320 is perfect for busy environments with a diverse client 
ecosystem and Wi-Fi requirements. This high-horsepower access 
point can support critical applications like voice, video, and streaming 
cloud-based services with ease. 
 
About Guard Depot 
 
Guard Depot, a division of eMazzanti Technologies, believes in keeping business secure and worry-free. 
Specializing in protecting organizations from tomorrow’s attacks today, Guard Depot is a premier 
provider of a range of enterprise-grade security solutions for organizations of any size. Offering 
competitive prices and a long history of IT security consulting, Guard Depot is truly more than the 
average online store. Customers move faster, more securely, and with the knowledge that Guard Depot 
provides the front line of defense against the next wave of cyber-attacks. 
 


